
Netmetix launch Cloudmetix solution and go the ‘extra mile’ for
customers
After a positive month of introducing their new cloud computing system, Cloudmetix, Coventry IT solutions provider Netmetix have already been
credited by a customer for going the “extra mile” for them.

The IT company, who are based in Allesley, are proud to be launching their new Cloud computing solution at a time when they have just
received Coventry’s first Microsoft Partner Gold Server Platform status.

Cloudmetix is a total business IT infrastructure solution that takes full advantage of the technologies available and gives users complete
freedom to do business wherever and whenever they like.

Automation Experts are a company from Nuneaton and have just adopted the new Cloudmetix solution for their business. Jaclyn Cox, Senior
Administrator said: “The guys at Netmetix have worked very, very hard on our new cloud platform and I feel both Steve and Richard have gone
the extra mile for us. We would like to say a big thank you to them and that it’s really appreciated!”

Cloud computing is currently a hot topic in the business world with speculation that it is going to be a company necessity within the coming
years. According to the Cloud Industry Forum (CFI) nearly half (48%) of UK organisations are already using some form of cloud computing.

Cloudmetix has been developed to liberate the way businesses operate offering complete accessibility, scalability and flexibility. It can expand
quickly to meet the increased demand for resources without the need for costly new equipment and the time required for installation. Similarly,
if a company is moving or downsizing, Cloudmetix can be easily adapted with no disruption to the business.

One of the main barriers to companies adopting cloud-based solutions is security. Cloudmetix is hosted at an extremely secure data centre,
which potential customers are invited to view before making the move to cloud, giving clients peace of mind.

Netmetix offer a 30 day no obligation trial to give customers the chance to experience the benefits of Cloudmetix, aiming to allay any residual
concerns they may have.
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